
In a Nutshell 

 

13.7 Billion years ago everything in the entire universe was compacted into a ball of 

energy the size of an apple. That ball of energy was the compressed quantum field. 

 

At the moment of the Big Bang the energy expanded across the universe, creating the 

quantum field, and generating incredibly high temperatures which bonded some of the 

energy into clumps, which we call matter. 

 

After 13.7 billion years that matter has evolved into today’s universe. 

 

The quantum field connects everything in that process. 

 

You are connected through the quantum field to past and future versions of yourself.  

 

Consider this, if you are accessing past and future versions of yourself through the 

quantum field … then what would be the point of memory being stored in your brain? 

 

Your current three dimensional perspective tricks you into believing that because your 

memories and ideas are viewed in your brain then that’s where they’re stored, but if 

you’re connected to the actual event then what would be the point? 

 

Your brain is a wonderful transmitter and receiver of information, an interface with a 

field of quantum particles. It is not a closed repository of stored information. 

 

Every moment of every day you’re accessing other dimensions where past and future 

versions of your self exist. The information comes to you in pangs of conscience, as 

moments of inspiration, or sparks of intuition and spooky instances of synchronicity, 

even as your thoughts, memories and ideas.  

 

I realise that the knee-jerk reaction to the statement ‘memory isn’t stored in the brain’ 

is usually met with disbelief, but Google it, test it for yourself.              

  

When you do you’ll find plenty of theories, and reams of scientific text accumulated 

from years and years of research all done by fine fellows with great streams of letters 

following their names … but not one of them will be able to tell you, categorically, 

how or where memory is stored in your brain, because no-one knows. 

 

Now, consider the implications of accepting such a theory, that memory isn’t stored in 

your brain. 

Initially it can be quite scary because such a though immediately connects you to 

everything around you.  

 

Everything that you previously considered to be beyond you is connected to you as an 

extension of your brain.  

 

At least that’s the logical first thought because the human ego dictates the perspective 

… but as you focus on the obvious you’ll come to see yourself from the only other 

perspective. 

 



That you are the universe inhabiting this human creature whose sole purpose it is to 

understand and explain who and what it really is.  

 

This altered perspective provides an explanation to every puzzle and conundrum 

which man confounds himself with by insisting he is a closed system separate from 

the quantum field. 

 

It explain all things paranormal, all things religious, all things scientific, the Holy 

Trinity, prayer, meditation, memory, intuition, thought, conscience, visions, miracles, 

premonition, synchronicity, déjà vu - the list goes on and on encompassing 

everything, literally everything. 

 

It also accounts for abnormalities in the brain - epilepsy, Alzheimer’s, schizophrenia, 

any trauma or illness, anything which interrupts the brain’s ability to function as a 

receiver/transmitter. 

 

That’s the concept in a nutshell. Did you get it? ☺. 
 


